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Abstract. In an e-service environment, workflow involves not only a single or-
ganization but also a number of business partners.  Workflow inter-operability 
is therefore an important issue for workflow enactment in such an environment.  
In this paper, we introduce a novel concept of workflow views as a fundamental 
support for E-service workflow inter-operability and for controlled visibility by 
external parties.  Furthermore, we develop a contract model based on workflow 
views and demonstrate how management of contracts can be facilitated, with an 
Internet start-up E-service inter-organization workflow example. 

1 Introduction 

Workflow is the computerized facilitation or automation of a business process. A 
business process is a set of one or more linked procedures or activities, which collec-
tively realize a business objective or policy goal.  Workflow Management Systems 
(WFMSs) can assist in specification, decomposition, coordination, scheduling, execu-
tion, and monitoring of workflows.  In this paper, we use the term workflow to refer to 
this more general notion of process management.  Besides streamlining and improving 
routine business processes, WFMSs can help in documenting and reflecting upon 
business processes.  Traditional WFMSs often can only coordinate workflows and 
their enacting agents (often limited to software processes) within a single organization.  

The Internet has recently become a global common platform where organizations 
and individuals communicate among each other to carry out various commercial ac-
tivities and to provide value-added services. E-service refers to services provided via 
the Internet.  Therefore, there is an impending need for supporting cross-
organizational workflows to these activities, especially because many organizations 
may have already been employing some kind of workflow technologies.  Advanced 
WFMSs are now web-enabled and recent researchers in workflow technologies are 
exploring cross-organizational workflows to model these activities. In addition, ad-
vanced WFMSs can provide various services such as coordination, interfacing, proc-
ess repository, process (workflow) adaptation and evolution, match-making, exception 
handling, data and rule bases, etc, with many opportunities for reuse.  



  

We have some preliminary work [4] to demonstrate the feasibility of modeling and 
enacting composite E-service as workflow extensions, so that we can build E-service 
agents (i.e., a system that provides E-service as delegated by users), and the system for 
supporting them quickly, with all the desirable features provided by the underlying 
WFMS.  Furthermore, we have proposed a novel concept of workflow view in [5] for 
supply-chain management in a cross-organizational workflow environment.  As fol-
low-up work, we detail in this paper how composite E-services can be modeled as 
cross-organization workflow, with respect to our E-ADOME workflow engine ex-
tended with various agent interface.  In addition, we apply a promising novel approach 
using workflow views for contract modeling and enforcement.   Views help balance 
trust and security, i.e., only information necessary for the process enactment, enforce-
ment and monitoring of the contract is made available to both parties, in a fully control 
and understandable manner.  Moreover, each party only needs minor or even no modi-
fication to its own workflow, but can successfully arrive at a commonly agreed and 
interoperable interface.  This kind of adaptation (fully support by E-ADOME [4,7]) is 
only required upon their first contract, and reusable subsequently, unless their work-
flows are changed drastically.    Because an organization is probably making lots of 
contracts with many other different organizations, different views of a workflow can 
be presented to different organizations according to different requirements.  Thus, 
inter-organization workflows can be developed fast and managed adequately, together 
with e-contracts, since the E-service arena is very competitive. 

The contribution and coverage of this paper are as follows: (i) a cross-organization 
workflow viewpoint of a composite E-service with a novel concept of workflow 
views, (ii) a contract model based on workflow view, (iii) illustrates how workflow 
views facilitate e-contract management, such as process adaptation for interoperability 
and contract enforcement.  

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a motivating ex-
ample to illustrate a novel concept of workflow views in an E-service cross-
organizational workflow environment.  Section 3 presents our view-based model for e-
contracts. Section 4 illustrates how workflow views facilitate e-contract management, 
and how two organizations can arrive at an e-contract with verification. Section 6 
compares related work.  Finally, we conclude the paper with our plans for further 
research in Section 6. 

2 Workflow Views 

In a B-to-B e-commerce environment, a business process usually involves many par-
ticipating organizations, i.e., such a business process involves several inter-operating 
and interacting workflows from different organizations.  This is known as cross-
organizational workflow.  To support workflow inter-operability, one of the basic 
requirements is a mechanism to let authorized external parties access and make use of 
only the related and relevant parts of a workflow, while maintaining the privacy of 
other unnecessary/unauthorized information.   Motivated by views in federated object 
databases, we propose the use of workflow views as a fundamental mechanism for 



  

cross-organization workflow interaction.   A workflow view can be either regarded as 
a structurally correct subset of a workflow definition (as in  [17]) or a structurally 
correct composition of workflow definitions. 

Workflow views are also useful in providing access to business processes for exter-
nal customers or users, including B-to-C e-commerce and e-service. For example, 
external customers or users may want to check the progress or intermediate results of 
the business processes that they are participating.  They may be required to provide 
additional information or make decisions during business processes.  Even within an 
organization, workflow views are useful for security applications, such as to restrict 
accesses (like the use of views in databases). 

We propose the use the concept of workflow views (which is detailed in the next 
section) to help advanced interactions among WFMSs and allow them to inter-operate 
in a white box mode (i.e., they can access some internal information of each other).   
In particular, we allow execution of another workflow in the same E-ADOME system 
to handle a task, as a form of dynamic reuse. For example, the task “Detailed Home-
page Work”  may be contracted out to an outside company as a workflow in another 
system.  Alternatively, the task may be assigned to an in-house team as an extra work-
flow in the same E-ADOME system (cf. [4]).   

Since ADOME-WFMS is event-driven, events and messages from other WFMS are 
intercepted by the E-ADOME layer and then presented to the ADOME-WFMS.  As 
presented in the example in the following subsection, an event from a workflow of 
another organization (e.g., an inquiry from a customer) can trigger the start of a work-
flow in the local ADOME-WFMS, or used for synchronization purposes (e.g., deposit 
payment triggers ordering of a leased line).  Similarly, an event from the local 
ADOME-WFMS (e.g., an inquiry to a supply) can trigger the start of a workflow in 
another organization, or used for synchronizing tasks in another organization (e.g., an 
order triggers delivery from another organization).   As such, cross-organization work-
flow interactions can be facilitated. 

2.1 Internet Star tup E-Service: Cross-organization Workflow Viewpoint 

In [4], we presented an E-service workflow example based on the Internet Startup 
Service of Dickson Computer Systems.   This workflow actually involves many par-
ties: end-users who need the service, Dickson Computer Systems as a value-added 
service-provider, and the vendors / basic-service providers of Dickson Computer Sys-
tems.  In order to explore more detailed interactions among these parties, we proceed 
to present a cross-organizational workflow view among these parties.  We present a 
multi-party example to illustrate E-service provision chains. This is a novel approach 
and a significant step forward from our previous work [4] in E-services. 

In order to out-source a leased-line based Internet startup project, the end-user un-
dergoes a requisition workflow (cf. Fig. 1(a)).   First, quotation inquiries are sent to a 
number of E-service providers.  The received quotations with service details are 
evaluated.   An order form is sent to (filled in through a web interface) the selected E-
service provider, say Dickson Computer Systems, with deposit payment.   The leased-
line and the web server are then installed.  The end-user then participates in negotia-



  

tion and approval of the detail homepage design work and eventually accepts the fin-
ished web site.   Finally, the balance payment is arranged for. 

An E-service provider’s workflow starts when an enquiry is received. Fig. 1(b) de-
picts a workflow based on the Internet startup service Dickson Computer Systems in 
[4].  The additional required steps are to compile a quotation from update inquiries 
from its vendors the prices of a server PC and a leased line.  It should be noted that 
multiple PC vendors and multiple leased-line providers might be contacted for selec-
tion.  After order confirmation, the more accurate action upon the exception “domain 
name in use by others”  is to inform the end user for immediate amendment.  The order 
of a leased line is only triggered until the deposit payment, because leased-line instal-
lation charges are not refundable even upon order cancellation, while PC servers are 
most probably reusable for other customers.  Furthermore, there are probably long 
lasting interactions in the step “detailed homepage work”  for design negotiations. 
Finally, after receiving the payment, the workflow also ends. 
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Fig. 1. Cross-Organiztional E-service Workflow 

A leased-line provider’s and a PC vendor’s workflow also start when an enquiry is 
received.  Assuming this is the end of the E-service provision chain, the vendors have 
all necessary information to quote the price.  B-to-B orders on standard service pack-
ages are usually performed together with payment arrangements.  It should be noted 
that the lease-line provider directly installs the lease line at the end-user’s site and 
therefore directly triggers their “check and receive basic installation”  step, without the 
need to go through Dickson Computer System.  These two workflows end after the 
leased line is installed and after the PC is delivered, respectively.  

In this example, The workflow view of the end-user presented to the system inte-
grators has the following requirements: (i) The end-user’s company profile and other 
background information are made available on request so that the system integrators 
can design more personalized proposals.  (ii) Changes in delivery requirement, lease-
line installation date, or payment arrangement should notify the E-service provider.   
(iii) In particular, the enquiry process is concealed so that the E-service provider can 
bid fairly and independently. 



  

The workflow view of the Dickson Computer Systems presented to the end-user has 
the following requirements: (i) The company profile of Dickson Computer Systems 
and specifications service packages are made available on request so that the end-user 
can evaluate our proposals and quotations more accurately. (ii) Changes in any deliv-
ery schedule (hardware or services) should be notified to the end-user. (iii) The pro-
gress “ Internet Startup Service”  and other sub-workflows are available to the end-user 
so that the user can further monitor the progress of the job and estimate the delivery 
date.  (iv) However, some trade secrets, such as the source and price of services and 
products, are not presented to the end-user to prevent them from purchasing directly 
from the vendors. (v) Updated quotation (price) is sent to the end-user upon a signifi-
cant aggregated price change in hardware or service items with event-triggering 
mechanism during the evaluation process of the end-user. 

The workflow views of the product or service vendors (e.g. PC, leased-line) pre-
sented to Dickson Computer Systems should have the following requirements: (i) 
Price for the services or products is updated with event-triggering mechanism. (ii) 
Technical specifications and related information for the services and products are 
made available upon request.  (iii) Updates in software drivers and service configura-
tions should notify Dickson Computer Systems using event-triggering mechanism 
(which in turn can notify the end-users). (iv) Changes in lead-time should also be 
notified. (v) Dickson Computer Systems can monitor the progress of leased line ven-
dor in arranging their installation and web-page designer in the contract-out work so 
that this information is indirectly available to the customer. 

2.2 A M odel for  Workflow Views 

Formally, based on Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) workflow definitions 
[21], a workflow is described by W = (T, A, J, F, X, V, E) where T is the set of tasks, A 
∈ T x T is the set of arcs in the transition graph, J is a Boolean function determines 
whether there is a join immediately before every task in T, F is a Boolean function 
determines whether a fork occurs immediately after every task in T, X is the condition 
function associating every element of A a condition, V is the set of variables, and E is 
the set of events1. 

A workflow view is a structurally correct subset of a workflow definition. Formally, 
a workflow restriction view W’ = (T’ , A’ , J’ , F’ , X’ , V’ , E’ ) is based on W = (T, A, J, 
F, X, V, E) such that T’⊆ T, J’  ⊆ J, F’  ⊆ F, X’⊆ X, V’  ⊆ V, E’  ⊆ E, and ∀(a, b) ∈ A’ , 
∃n, ∀i, 1≤ i ≤ n, (ti, ti+1) ∈ A where t1=a, tn=b (the transitions in the view W’ is based 
on any valid paths in W). 

The components of a workflow include the process flow graph, input/output pa-
rameters, objects, rules, events, exceptions and exception handlers associated with the 
workflow.  Thus a view for a workflow instance also contains these components.  
Though every component is modeled as objects in most advanced object WFMS, we 
discuss them separately because each of them has different semantics. Fig. 2 depicts a 
simple workflow view definition language. 

                                                           
1 Rules are modeled as objects; and exceptions are events [6,7]. 



  

 
vi ew v of  wor kf l ow w begi n 
   { pr ocess p1 vi ew v1 . . . }  
   { pr ocess p2 r enames p3 . . . }  
   { t r ansi st i on t  r enames p4 t o p5 . . . }  
   { obj ect  o1( =expr essi on1) ,  o2( =expr essi on2) . . .   
         ( wr i t e)  ( i nput )  ( out put )  . . . )  
   ( at t r i but e a1, a2, . . . , an wr i t e |  r ead |  deni ed . . . }  
   { event  e1=expr essi on1,  e2=expr essi on2,  . . . }  
   { except i on e1=expr essi on1,  e2=expr essi on2,  . . . }  
   { r ul e r 1=expr essi on1,  r 2=expr essi on2,  . . . . }  
end 

Fig. 2. Workflow View Definition Language 

Process Flow Graph - Most contemporary WFMSs use a hierarchical composition 
approach, i.e. a process (workflow) is composed of sub-processes and so on down to 
leaf-nodes of atomic tasks.  This provides a good granularity for providing views of 
the process flow graph. If a workflow view is to be made available, a fundamental 
provision is the topmost level process flow graph.  However, the detail composition of 
individual sub-process may be concealed.  Thus a process in the flow graph can be 
presented in one of the following ways. A white-box sub-process is specified with a 
sub-workflow view by a statement "process p1 view v1", i.e., the details of the sub-
process is further visible and subject to the restriction of a sub-workflow view.  A 
black-box sub-process (e.g., “Quotation Enquiry”  in Fig. 1) is limited from further 
details of its further internal composition.  Unless a view is specified for the sub-
process, it is a black box. A gray box where some sub-processes are visible while 
other sub-processes are concealed (e.g., the whole end-user procurement process). 
Furthermore, since the name of a sub-process or a transition label may reveal some 
information, it can be renamed with a rename statement. The statement "process p2 
rename p3" renames a process p3 to p2 while the statement "transition t renames p4 to 
p5" renames the transition from process p4 to process p5 as t. 

Objects associated with a workflow instance - An object associated with a work-
flow instance need not be presented completely in a workflow view.   Some attributes 
can be hidden from the view, some can be read only, some are presented with write 
access, while composite attributes can further be composed of attributes of different 
access.  Moreover, derived objects specified with object-SQL can be presented in a 
view.  Input / output parameters are also objects specified for the interaction of the 
user.  These parameters are actively received from or presented to the user upon inter-
action or certain events, with other regular objects in a workflow view are available 
only upon user's request. The "object" statement in Fig. 4 presents an object in a view.  
The optional expression is used to specify a derived object.  The write option grants 
write access to the view user.   The output option specifies the content of the object to 
be actively sent to the user.  The input option specifies the object to be updated from 
the user. When the access of some attributes of an object are different from the default 
read or write access specified by the "object" statement, it can be overridden by the 
"attributes" statement, where explicit read, write or denied access can be specified. 

Events and exceptions - When events and exceptions are presented in a view, a 
mechanism, such as a corresponding message, should notify the view user upon their 



  

occurrences.  This is particularly useful in providing cross-organizational process 
synchronization and constraint enforcement. Events and exceptions are specified with 
"event" and "exception" statements, respectively. In addition, the view provider 
should support user-specified events based on all their accessible objects and process 
states.  In this way, the user need not poll on their interested objects and thus increase 
the efficiency.  For example, the end-user may specify that changes in the delivery 
date be an event so that the user can be notified when the delivery is earlier or later 
then expected. 

Rules and exception handlers - Rules are presented in a view so that a user can be 
aware of some of the actions taken by the provider upon certain events or exceptions.  
This is useful because the process flow graph cannot specify workflow actions that are 
taken in an asynchronous or event-driven manner.  Some of these actions are excep-
tion handlers in the view provider.   In this way, the user can avoid duplicating some 
error handling procedures if the errors have already been taken care of.  Rules are 
specified with the "rule" statement, where they can be specified in (Event, Condition, 
Action) form or any composition of existing rules. In addition, constraints can be 
specified in the form of rules.  Especially, rules can be used as integrity or semantic 
constraints in views.  We are investigating in this direction and further details are 
beyond the scope of this paper. 

3 An E-Contract Model Based on Workflow Views 

An e-contract is an abstract of an agreement between two parties. Every contract has 
some basic information to be captured by an information system. In our e-contract 
model a contract description D is a set of attributes whose values describe the neces-
sarily information in order to form a contract. Example attributes of the describe list 
are: D={ Accept, Offer, Goal, Schedule, Payment, Documents, QoS, Exception_Rules, 
Commit, …}  where Offer and Accept denotes the organizations that offers and accepts 
the contract respectively; Goal is the objective why the contract is formed; Schedule is 
a set of dates and items to be carried out, including that the contract starts, finish, and 
any milestone of progress; Payment is a set of rules and values for payment; Docu-
ments is a set of documents that have to be available to both parties before forming the 
contract; QoS is a set of attributes for the required quality of service; Exception_rules 
is set of event-condition-action (ECA) rules to specify anticipated exceptions and their 
consequences; and Commit denotes whether the parties are committed to the contract 
or not. Since different countries and organizations may pose different requirements for 
creating a contract, and because of domain-specific requirements, there might be other 
attributes depending on the case as well. 

When forming a contract, besides the description part, the two parties have to agree 
on the task assignment. For example, in Fig. 1 we have a contract between Dickson 
Computer Systems and the leased line provider. Each party has its own internal work-
flow. In order to cooperate, each party must be able to view a subset of the workflow 
of the other party that will specify the tasks that is obliged to perform. The issue is that 
in every contract we have to balance two concepts: trust and security. When two par-



  

ties are forming a contract we assume that there is trust between them and that infor-
mation necessary for the specification, enforcement and monitoring of the contract is 
available to both parties. At the same time, for security reasons no party wants to re-
veal more than it is necessary to the other party. In our e-contract model, the balance 
is achieved though a workflow view mechanism. Each party specifies a view of its 
internal workflow that is accessible to the other party. For example, the end-user 
specifies at the view that the task evaluate quotation becomes visible to the Dickson 
Computer Systems. At the same time details (i.e. the sequence of tasks) that describe 
how the quotation is evaluated are not disclosed since the user does not want the other 
party to know the internal evaluation procedure.  

Although we may assume a mechanism that enforces the flow of control in each 
party’s workflow, the control flow has to be augmented with inter-organizational 
communications in order to support the specific contract. These communications are 
useful for information exchange, control exchange, synchronization, and exception 
handling.  

In our e-contract model, cross-organizational control flow information is specified 
within communicating tasks and their associated communication links.  In each view, 
there are some tasks, called communicating tasks, through which two parties commu-
nicate. For example in Fig. 1, the Payment authorization of the End-User’s workflow 
has to interact with the End node of Dickson Computer Systems and send the Pay-
ment. It has also to interact with the Detail Homepage work and wait for the Job finish 
message. The communicating tasks of the views of the two parties exchange messages 
through cross-organizational communication links. Each communicating task receives 
and sends a set of messages.  

When specifying a contract, the order in which these messages occur is crucial. For 
example, the Payment should be sent only after the job finish is received. Therefore, 
with every communicating task we associate a partial order on the messages that has to 
send/receive. Moreover, we say that two messages are related through a “strong”  
order if and only if a reverse order execution has as a result the breach of contract.  

Definition: Let Vi and Vj be the two views of two parties that have formed a con-
tract. We call tasks of the view Vi and Vj that has interaction communicating tasks, and 
we associate with these tasks a set of messages M, and a partial order on M <, that 
imposes an order on the messages. 

For example, pay deposit is a communicating task of the end-user, while order 
leased line is a communicating task of Dickson Computer Systems. When the pay 
deposit task is executed, a deposit should be paid to Dickson Computer Systems. 
Therefore, we define a communication link as an arc from the pay deposit task to the 
order leased line task. The direction of the communication link specifies which party 
is responsible for initiating the communication. We call a task responsible for initiat-
ing the communication a performance task. We also associate the message as a label 
of the communication link. 

There are two different types of communication links, simple and obligatory. When 
forming a contract the parties have to specify which cases give ground to breach of the 
contract, i.e., where one party does not perform as it should. The performance in our 
E-contract model contract is represented by the communication links. If a communica-
tion link is characterized as obligatory, but the party responsible for the communica-



  

tion fails to do so, then the other party has the right to terminate the contract or take 
appropriate measurements. For example, if the user in the (pay deposit, order leased 
line) communication link does not pay the deposit within a given deadline, Dickson 
Computer Systems has the right to terminate the contract.  

It should be noted that the contract is in a negotiation state and does not formally 
starts before the first performance link, i.e., in this example before the order form is 
sent.  We define the communication part of the contract that spans between two differ-
ent organizations as a bipartite graph and completes our definition for a e-contract as 
follows: 

Definition: Let ti∈ V1 and tj∈ V2 be two communicating tasks from two the work-
flow views V1 and V2. We define a communication link from ti to tj as a tuple (ti, tj, M, 
type) where ti is the task to initiate the interaction between the two workflows by send-
ing a message to tj, M  is the message specification ant type specifies whether this is a 
simple or obligatory link.  

Definition: Let V1 and V2 be the two workflow views that participate in a contract 
and T1 and T2 the set of communicating tasks respectively.  A cross-organizational 
communications graph E is a bipartite graph between T1 and T2, where each edge of 
the graph is a communication link.  

M ain Definition: An e-contract is a tuple (V1, V2, E, D) where V1 and V2 are work-
flow views that participate in the contract, E is a cross-organizational communica-
tions graph between V1, V2, and D is a contract description of the e-contract based on 
V1, V2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. A E-contract Communication Graph 

In our graphical representation as depicted in Fig. 3, simple links are represented in 
dashed lines, while the partial order  < on the messages of each communicating task is 
represented by number labels at the end/start of each arc. We extract the messages 
associated with every communicating task by the labels of the bipartite graph. A per-
formance task has a send message while the corresponding task receives message. We 
use light/dark gray color to represent the communicating tasks of the End-
User/Dickson Computer System workflow views respectively, which are performance 
tasks and have obligatory links. The Quotation Enquiry task of the End-User is a 
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performance task, i.e., it has to initiate an action - to communicate with the Begin 
node of Dickson Computer Systems by sending an “ Enquiry”  message. If this mes-
sage is not sent, Dickson Computer Systems can still send the quotation. However, 
when the Purchase Order communicating task does not send a specific order form 
within a deadline, Dickson Computer Systems can assume that there is no obligation 
to perform subsequent tasks. 

4 Managing E-contracts 

In the previous section, we have described our e-contract model based on workflow 
views. In this section, we illustrate the processes related to e-contract management in a 
cross-organizational E-service workflow environment. 

4.1 Workflow / View Adaptation dur ing Negotiation 

As long as there is no standardized workflow specification at an application level for 
each trade or service business, we perceive that workflow adaptation is a hard and 
tedious problem, which must be adequately addressed.  When two organizations are 
interested in making an e-contract for a certain E-service, they exchange an initial 
workflow view of each other, to disclose their company profiles, and to inform the 
other party procedures involved in their organization, such as details of service pack-
ages of the service provider and the procurement procedure of the end-user.   These 
views contain also the information and coordination requirements of both parties.   
However, these requirements often vary in different organization, i.e., workflows from 
different organizations may often have mismatches.    The use of workflow views can 
now offer another advantage of shielding their underlying workflows from the neces-
sary modifications. The following different levels of workflow adaptation may be 
required for interoperations of different organizations: 
1. Workflow views can be modified to accommodate for interface mismatch and mi-

nor procedural differences without the need to modify the internal workflow.   
2. Internal workflows need minor adaptation to accommodate for missing procedures 

(e.g., some companies usually do not pay deposit, therefore they need to add this 
task) and other minor logistic difference.  This adaptation can be permanent if the 
organization believes it is useful for improving the business process (in dealing 
with other companies or other favorable reasons).   This is known as workflow evo-
lution [7]. Alternatively, the adaptation can be just a deviation, which is only em-
ployed in dealing with this particular business partner. 

3. Because there may be major difference in workflows of the two parties, one or both 
of them decide to re-compose their workflows to accommodate for the cooperation.  
This case may be common, but few are willing to so.   Alternatively, especially if 
the business relationship is not a long term one, one of the two parties may choose 
to fall back to a manual mode of cooperative (semi-manual) work-around.   Since 
E-ADOME supports interfacing with human users through a web-based interface, 
for example, the end-user may designate a staff member to enter the order form 



  

manually through the web-page of Dickson Computer System, and subsequent in-
teraction are done through email, ICQ alerts, and further customized generated web 
pages. 
Because an organization is probably making lots of contracts with many other dif-

ferent organizations, different views of a workflow can be presented to different or-
ganizations according to different requirements.  In addition, workflow adaptations, 
which are sometimes required, are also well supported in E-ADOME. Thus, inter-
organization workflows can be developed fast and managed adequately, together with 
e-contracts, since the E-service arena is very competitive.   Otherwise, effective man-
ual interaction through customized web pages is also supported by E-ADOME.  How-
ever, a methodology for negotiation and workflow adaptation is beyond the scope of 
this paper. 

4.2 Defining a E-Contract 

After two parties have decided to make a contract, they have to arrive at an e-contract, 
which specifies the detail.  In this section we present a methodology to define and 
verify a contract in accordance to our e-contract specification.  When two parties want 
to form a contract, first they have to decide on the contract description set D, like the 
following example based on Fig. 3: 

 
Cr eat e Descr i pt i on D 
Accept :  User   
Of f er :  Di ckson Comput er  Syst ems 
Goal :  I nt er net  St ar t up Ser vi ce 
Schedul e:  { St ar t :  June 30,  2001,   
           Lease l i ne i nst al l at i on:  Jul y 14,  2001,  
           Ser ver  i nst al l at i on:  Jul y 16,  2000,  
           . . . ,      
      Fi ni sh:  Jul y 30 2001}  
Payment :   { Bef or e June 30,  2001:  $1000 ( Deposi t ) ,   
           . . . ,  
      Wi t h 14 days af t er  Fi ni sh:  Bal ance }  
QoS:   Cer t i f i ed_Pr of essi ons;  
Except i on_Rul es:   { Schedul e_del ay <=7 days,  do_not hi ng,  
   Schedul e_del ay > 30 days :  . . .  
   Leased_l i ne. not _i nst al l abl e :  . . . }  
Document s:  Enqui r y,  Company Pr of i l es,  Or der  For m,  Quot at i on 
Commi t :  Yes 
. . .  

 
The description is the proof that both parties have agreed on the formation of a con-

tract, and the e-contract model depicts the details.  Then, each party has to present the 
view as specified in the e-contract model, in order to allow access to workflows of 
each other, and to incorporate the contract requirements on the data and control flow. 
Moreover, each party has to augment the communicating tasks with necessary com-
munication links. In this example, after the End-User has executed the 
Set_Communications algorithm, it augments the communicating tasks with communi-
cation links as follows: 

 



  

node:  Quot at i on enqui r y 
Message:  send Enqui r y message  
Ot her  par t y t ask :  Begi n  
t ype:  s i mpl e per f or mance 
Or der :  none 
node:  Eval uat e Quot at i on 
Message:  r ecei ve Quot at i on  
Ot her  par t y t ask :  Repl ay Quo-
t at i on 
t ype:  s i mpl e  
Or der :  none 

node:  Pur chase Or der  
Message:  1.  send Or der  For m 
Ot her  par t y t ask :  Repl ay Quot at i on 
t ype:  obl i gat or y per f or mance 
Message:  2.   r ecei ve Domai n Name 
Ot her  par t y t ask :  Domai n Name Regi st r a-
t i on 
t ype:  obl i gat or y 
Or der :  1<2.   
 

 
From the above example, we can see that since there is no centralized control, each 

party of the contract defines the communicating tasks so that they can receive and send 
messages appropriately, thus implementing the specified communication.  Because the 
e-contract communication graph is very important, an additional check can be exe-
cuted to capture any accidental inconsistencies. The consistency-checking algorithm 
verifies that the communication links are defined as specified. For example when a 
part sends a message the other party has confirmed that it is waiting to receive the 
message and they both agree on the type of the constraint.  

4.3 Enforcing Contracts  

With workflow views support, the enforcement of contracts among different organiza-
tions can be facilitated.  Examples include the following: 

Installation schedule – Dickson Computer System can compute an installation 
schedule to the end-user according to reported lead-time of the computer vendor and 
the lease-line provider.   If a vendor changes the lead-time, but the installation sched-
ule can still be completed within the end-user’s deadline, the change can be tolerated.   
Otherwise, another source has to be sought for, or an alternative solution should be 
employed, subject to the end-user’s approval.  

Price - If the price for the web-server rises to an extent that there are no more prof-
its, Dickson Computer System may want to request an increase in price, use of an 
alternate cheaper server, delay the delivery until the price drops, or cancel the order.  
However, as protected by a contract, the end-user has the right to enforce the contract.   

Server availability - If a certain server, or critical part of the server is stopped from 
production, Dickson Computer System may request the end-user’s approval of using 
an alternative server or part. 

Because all the important information critical to the enforcement of the contract, 
viz. availability, price, lead-time, etc., are available in various workflow views and 
noticeable through effective E-ADOME event-triggering mechanisms, contracts can 
be maintained in an effective inter-organizational workflow environment.  

4.4 Discussion 

The section has presented an overview of managing view-based E-contracts in a 
cross-organization E-service workflow environment.   The management of E-contracts 



  

is greatly facilitated by the workflow view mechanism for security, information hiding, 
workflow adaptation, providing different interactions with different organizations, and 
e-contract enforcement.   

5 Related Work 

While the concept of workflow view is novel, our approach has been motivated by 
views in object-oriented data models which can be dated back to [8], and in particular 
by imaginary objects in [1].  [10] discusses federated OODBMS and views for objects 
in a distributed environment. 

Dartflow [2] is one of the first web-based WFMS, using transportable agents, CGI 
and Java technologies. Eflow [3] is one of the closest commercial systems with fea-
tures like E-ADOME in handling e-Services.  However, Eflow does not address 
matching of agents directly with tasks.   Instead, it uses the concept of generic service 
node and service selection rules.  Currently, several commercial WFMSs such as 
TIB/InConcert [18] and Staffware 2000 [16] provide web user interface too.  In addi-
tion, I-Flow [9] has a Java workflow engine. WW-flow [9] provides a hierarchical 
control scheme over workflows implemented in Java for both the workflow engine and 
client interfaces.  It allows sub-workflows to be executed in different workflow en-
gines across the web. As for standards, Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) has 
recently proposed Wf-XML [22], which is an interchange format specification for an 
XML language designed to model the data transfer requirements for process specifica-
tion.  

It is a new approach to E-service enactment based on an advanced WFMS engine. 
Besides E-ADOME, other notable systems using related approaches include Eflow [3] 
and Crossflow [11].  Crossflow models virtual enterprises based on a service provider-
consumer paradigm, in which organizations (service consumers) can delegate tasks in 
their workflows to other organizations (service providers). Virtual organizations are 
dynamically formed by contract-based matchmaking between service providers and 
consumers.   Though Crossflow includes detailed work for contracts, contract en-
forcement is also not so straightforward as the support provided by E-ADOME work-
flow views equipped ECA-rules mechanisms based on cross-organizational events.  
[19] presents workflow schema exchange in an XML dialect called “XRL” . 

However, few of the above-mentioned WFMSs support web-based cooperative ex-
ception handling.  Most of them contact clients based on electronic mail and web 
forms and does not directly support active paging of clients with Internet message 
facilities like ICQ [20]. Very few commercial WFMSs provide support for handling 
exception. Even if they do, they only address very basic problems in a slight extend.  
It is also a new approach to build E-service agents based on an advanced WFMS en-
gine. Besides E-ADOME, other notable systems using related approaches include 
Eflow [3] and Crossflow [11].  However, E-ADOME has the richest features in coor-
dinating distributed agents than other systems close to us.  Further details in the nov-
elty of ADOME-WFMS, especially in its pragmatic meta-modeling approach and 
exception-handling features, are presented in [6,7]. 



  

6 Conclusions 

This paper has presented an advanced cross-organizational workflow environment 
with novel features in cooperating with other organizations over the Internet for E-
service enactment.  We have illustrated in the context of E-ADOME, how its 
ADOME-WFMS engine, a flexible WFMS based on ADOME active OODBMS with 
role and rule facilities, is extended to accomplish such objectives. Compared with 
other research on this topic, E-ADOME provides an improved environment for vari-
ous types of process enactment, which can adapt to changing requirements, with ex-
tensive support for reuse.  This paper has introduced a novel concept of workflow 
view for interfacing different WFMSs, possibly belonging to different organizations, 
and its applications in an e-service environment.   We have proposed a contract model 
based on workflow views, to simplify the process of developing cross-organizational 
workflow regarding to contracts.   We have also illustrated how management of E-
contracts is greatly facilitated by the workflow view mechanism for security, informa-
tion hiding, workflow adaptation, providing different interactions with different or-
ganizations, and e-contract enforcement.  Further note that, E-ADOME specification 
of workflows is based on standardized Workflow Management Coalition workflows, 
many of the techniques presented in this article can be applicable to any WFMSs for 
E-service enactment.     

We are working on further details of process adaptation for interoperability, e-
contract negotiation, methodologies for e-contract enforcement (including preventive 
measures), based on cross-organization workflows and the workflow view mechanism.   
We consider further research issues on interfacing and interoperability important for 
extending the applicability of an advanced WFMS engine.  We are interested in the 
application of E-ADOME in various advanced real-life e-commerce environments, 
such as procurement, finance, stock trading and insurance. We are developing a more 
unified way to exchange information, including workflow views, with other agents, 
with XML. ADOME is currently being built on top of the ADOME-WFMS prototype 
system, with a web-based user interface to accommodate the whole range of activities.  
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